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§0.  Introduction.
1
 

Kimaragang Dusun is a Philippine-type language
2
 spoken by approximately 8000 people 

in northeastern Borneo, in the Kota Marudu and Pitas districts of the Malaysian state of Sabah. 

 

This paper deals with an aspectual distinction in Kimaragang morpho-syntax.  I will refer 

to the contrasting categories in question as "eventive" vs. "stative" aspect.  Some verbs, typically 

those denoting states and involuntary actions, occur most frequently in the stative aspect.  Other 

verbs occur most frequently in the eventive aspect.  But most verb stems can be marked for either 

category, with the choice of aspect reflecting one or more of the following semantic distinctions:  

fixed state vs. change of state, involuntary vs. voluntary action, completed vs. attempted action, 
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indefinite vs. definite time, potential vs. actual or specific action, etc. 

 

Stative aspect verbs in Kimaragang carry affixes which are cognate with those used in 

analogous constructions in other Philippine-type languages: "ability/involuntary-action verbs" in 

Tagalog (Schachter and Otanes, 1972; Dell, 1983); "out of control verbs" in Ilokano (Gerdts, 

1979); "perfective participles" in Timugon Murut (Prentice, 1971); etc. 

 

This paper will examine in particular the voice-marking contrasts in stative aspect.  

Eventive aspect verbs in Kimaragang exhibit the rich inventory of voice markers characteristic of 

Philippine-type languages, with seven different voice categories being formally distinguished 

(Kroeger, 1988).  However, for stative aspect verbs, only three voice categories are distinguished. 

 

We will focus on the marking of intransitive verbs.  In eventive aspect, all intransitive 

verbs take the same voice marking.  However, in stative aspect a distinction appears between two 

classes of intransitive verbs, which I will refer to (following Perlmutter 1978 and others) as 

unaccusative vs. unergative.  Unergative verbs are those whose only argument is an Actor; 

unaccusative verbs are those whose only argument is an Undergoer.
3
  In stative aspect, the voice 

marking system groups Undergoers of unaccusative verbs into the same category as Undergoers 

(i.e. patients) of transitive verbs, while Actors of unergative verbs are treated as belonging to the 

same category as the Actors (i.e. agents) of transitive verbs.  We will present other morphological 

tests which also distinguish between unaccusative vs. unergative verbs, thus confirming the 

pattern of split intransitivity described below. 
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§1.  Stative vs. Eventive aspect. 

 

§1.1  Morphology 

Before illustrating the semantic distinctions relating to the contrast between stative vs. 

eventive aspect, we will give a very brief description of the morphology of voice and aspect in 

Kimaragang.  A more detailed discussion of the morphology of stative verbs will be presented in 

the following section. 

 

The stative marker in Kimaragang is the prefix o-.
4
   This prefix is found on all 

adjectives, as well as on stative verbs.  Eventive aspect is morphologically unmarked. 

 

Both eventive and stative verbs can appear in the past tense.  The past tense marker is the 

infix -in-, inserted after the initial consonant of the stem.  Before vowel-initial stems, this infix 

reduces to a prefixed n-.  Thus before the stative marker o-, past tense is always marked by n-.  

For example, 

 

(1) EVENTIVE: m-uli     go home  

  VM1-return 

 

  m-in-uli  went home  

  VM1-PST-return 

 

 STATIVE: a-ratu   fall  

  STAT-fall 

 

  n-a-ratu  fell  

  PST-STAT-fall 

 

Each non-existential clause in Kimaragang contains a unique Pivot
5
, a nominal element 

identified by nominative case marking.  The underlying thematic role of the Pivot is indicated by 

a voice-marking affix on the verb.  The seven voice-marking affixes used in the eventive aspect 

are listed below.  Of these, only VM4 (-an) occurs in stative aspect verbs, as illustrated in 
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example (4). 

 

(2) Voice marker   Affix     Thematic role of Pivot 

VM1   m-   logical subject 

VM2   -on   patient, causee 

VM3   i-   theme 

VM4   -an   goal, recipient, benefactive 

VM5   -on2   location 

VM6   (i)-poN-  instrument 

VM7   poN-__-an  time/place 

 

In stative aspect, only three voice categories are distinguished: Actor Pivot, Undergoer 

Pivot and Goal Pivot.  When the Pivot of a verb is an Undergoer, no overt voice marker appears 

on the verb.  One could assume that such forms actually carry a zero-allomorph of VM2 (-on).  

VM2 is represented by zero in past tense forms of eventive verbs, and the semantics of VM2 

makes it compatible with Undergoer-Pivots, at least in the case of transitive verbs.  However, 

VM2 is never used with intransitive stems.  Therefore I will tentatively assume that stative verbs 

with Undergoer Pivots are simply unmarked for voice.  For example: 

 

(3) Eventive: 

 patay-on    be killed  

 kill-VM2 

 

  p-in-atay-Ø    was killed  

 
6
[-PST-kill-VM2 

 

 Stative: 

 a-patay    able to die/able to be killed  

 STAT-kill 

 

 n-a-patay  has died/has been killed  

 PST-STAT-kill 

 

When the Pivot of a stative aspect verb is a goal, recipient or benefactive, the verb takes 

VM4 just as it does in eventive aspect: 
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(4) Eventive: 

 taak-an    will be given (i.e. will receive)  

 give-VM4 

 

 t-in-aak-an  was given  

 [-PST-kill-VM4 

 

 Stative: 

 a-taak-an  may be given  

 STAT-give-VM4 

 

 n-a-taak-an  has been given  

 PST-STAT-give-VM4 

 

When the Pivot of a stative aspect verb is an Actor, the verb carries a portmanteau 

morpheme indicating tense, voice and aspect: ko- in the non-past tense, noko- in past tense. 

 

(5) Eventive: 

 r-um-ikot   come  

 [-VM1-come 

 

 r-in-um-ikot   came  

 [-PST-VM1-come 

 

 Stative: 

 ko-rikot   able to come  

 STAT.ACTOR-come 

 

 noko-rikot   has come  

 PST.STAT.ACTOR-come 

 

It is clear that the prefix noko- in Kimaragang (and Dusunic languages generally) is 

cognate with naka- in Tagalog, Ilokano, Timugon Murut and other Philippine-type languages.  

The corresponding non-past form in these languages, maka-, is equivalent to Dusunic ko-.  The 

Dusunic stative marker, o-/no-, corresponds to ma-/na- in these and other Philippine-type 

languages. 

 

It seems natural to analyze maka-/naka- as the composition of the stative ma-/na- plus ka-

, at least historically.  This would suggest that the Dusunic non-past stative aspect marker ko- 
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was historically *o-ko-.  The loss of the initial (and thus unstressed) *o- neutralized the contrast 

between this form and other uses of ko-, e.g. for recently or immediately completed actions.  This 

analysis would explain why the modern stative aspect marker ko- functions as a portmanteau, i.e. 

why no overt stative marker appears on non-past Actor Pivot forms. 

 

§1.2  Semantic constrasts 

Perhaps the most basic distinction between the two aspects is that eventive aspect verbs 

focus on the event or action itself, whereas stative aspect verbs focus on the state resulting from 

that event.  However, the relationship between this fundamental contrast and the various specific 

uses of the aspectual distinction is not always easy to discern.  Six of these specific uses are 

illustrated below.  Most if not all of these usages are paralleled in the use of "ability/involuntary-

action verbs" in Tagalog.  See Dell (1983) for a more detailed semantic analysis of these 

constructions. 

 

§1.2.1  Definite vs. indefinite time 

Stative aspect verbs, particularly in the past tense, can be used to indicate a non-specific 

time, in contrast to eventive aspect verbs which encode specific events occurring at specific 

times.  Past tense stative forms in Kimaragang are generally translatable by perfective forms in 

English, whereas past eventive forms in Kimaragang would be translated by simple past tense in 

English (as seen in ex. 3 - 5 above). 

 

Questions of the form "Have you ever X-ed?" always involve past stative verbs, usually 

marked with noko- to indicate Actor-Pivot.  Note that the choice of eventive vs. stative aspect in 

the following examples imposes different truth conditions on the response: 
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(6) §a. Naka-takad                      koh            noh       ad limpapak  dat  Nabalu    oy? 

     PST.STAT.ACTOR-climb  2.SG.NOM already  to  peak         of   Kinabalu  Q 

 

 Have you ever climbed to the top of Mt. Kinabalu?  

 

 §b. T-in-um-akad       koh            ad limpapak  dat  Nabalu  oy? 

     [-PST-VM1-climb  2.SG.NOM  to  peak         of   Kinabalu Q 

 

 Did you climb to the top of Mt. Kinabalu?  

 

The question in (a), using the stative aspect form of the verb, would require an affirmative 

response if the hearer had ever climbed the mountain.  The question in (b), with the eventive 

aspect form of the verb, refers to a particular time specified by something in the preceding 

discourse.  This second question would require a negative response if the hearer had not climbed 

the mountain at the contextually-specified time, even if he had climbed it on many other 

occasions. 

 

§1.2.2.  Possibility 

Closely related to the idea of non-specific or habitual time is the concept of ability or 

possibility, which is often conveyed by non-past stative verbs: 

 

Actor Pivot: 

 

(7) Amu  ka-akan                yalo           tu'         o-ruol       it        nipon yoh. 

not    STAT.ACTOR-eat  3.SG.NOM because STAT-hurt NOM  tooth  3.SG.GEN 

 

He cannot eat because his tooth hurts.  

 

(8) A-basag          it      tobpinee  kuh            tu' 

STAT-strong  NOM  sibling    1.SG.GEN  because 

 

 ko-tipu                      do   pansang  talansau. 

 STAT.ACTOR-snap  ACC  nail         huge 

 

My brother is so strong he can break spikes in half.  
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Undergoer Pivot: 

 

(9) Amu  a-akan      itih            sada ditih,  n-a-pasa                 noh. 

not     STAT-eat  this.NOM  fish  this     PAST-STAT-rotten  already 

 

This fish cannot be eaten, it is rotten.  

 

(10) Amu  a-aba'       itih           torigi           ditih  tu'          a-patog. 

not    STAT-fall  this.NOM  house.post  this   because  STAT-sturdy 

 

This post cannot fall over, it is very sturdy.  

 

Stative non-past forms can also be used for the probable result of an action, e.g.: 

 

Undergoer Pivot: 

 

(11) Kada  mingkaso  di     tapuy,  o-tutud-an           koh. 

don't  play          ACC  fire      STAT-burn-VM4  2.SG.NOM 

 

Don't play with fire, you'll (probably) get burnt!  

 

Actor Pivot: 

 

(12) Tanganak  amu  obbulih  mingkaso  do   pintik,  ko-sorob                       dati     do    

walay. 

 children    not    may       play         ACC lighter  STAT.ACTOR-burn.up  likely  ACC  house 

 

Children may not play with lighters, they could burn the house down.  

 

Past tense stative forms can be used in a parallel way, conveying the sense of "managed 

to" or "succeded in" doing something, as in the following examples: 

 

(13) Naka-patay                    i        Janama  do    godingan. 

PST.STAT.ACTOR-kill  NOM  Janama  ACC  elephant 

 

Janama managed to kill an elephant.  
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(14) Stative: 

§a. N-a-patay   nuh            noh        i      wulanut  oi? 

     PST-ST-kill  2.SG.GEN  already  NOM  snake     Q 

 

Did you succede in killing the snake?  

 

 Eventive: 

§b. P-in-atay-Ø      nuh           noh         i      wulanut  oi? 

     [-PST-kill-VM2  2.SG.GEN  already  NOM  snake     Q 

 

Did you kill the snake? (i.e. How did it die?)  

 

When negated, stative aspect can imply that the Actor was unable to preform the 

specified action, whereas eventive aspect would imply that the Actor chose not to perform the 

action: 

 

(15) Stative: 

§a. Amu  kuh           n-o-tutud-an            i       tagad  kuh   tu'         natatak  i        pintik. 

      not    1.SG.GEN  PST-ST-burn-VM4  NOM  field   my   because  lost      NOM  lighter 

 

I was not able to burn off my field because I lost my lighter.  

 

 Eventive: 

§b. Amu  kuh           t-in-utud-an          i       tagad  kuh  tu'         oyopos  poh. 

      not    1.SG.GEN  [-PST-burn-VM4  NOM  field   my  because  wet        still 

 

I did not  (i.e. decided not to) burn off my field because it is still wet.  

 

 

§1.2.3.  Attempted vs. completed action 

Since stative aspect focuses on the resulting state of an event, it can only be used for 

events which actually take place.  Eventive aspect, on the other hand, can be used for intended or 

attempted actions which were not successfully completed.  For example, in sentences of the form 

"I tried to X but couldn't", only the eventive aspect is possible.  Stative aspect is never used in 

such constructions.  This contrast is shown in the following pairs of sentences.  In each case, only 

the eventive aspect and not the stative aspect is grammatical. 
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(16) S-in-um-ambat     okuh           dit    orang-tua  nga'  naka-payig                         yalo. 

[-PST-VM1-meet  1.SG.NOM  ACC  head.man  but   PST.STAT.ACTOR-go.out  3.SG.NOM 

 

I went to meet the village chief but he had gone out.  

 

 *Naka-sambat             okuh dit orang-tua nga' nakapayig yalo. 

 PST.STAT.ACTOR-meet  

 

 

(17) Minamatay(-in-m-poN-patay)  okuh           do   wulanut  nga' amu  minatay(-in-m-patay) 

PST-VM1-TRANS-die               1.SG.NOM  ACC  snake     but   not    PST-VM1-die 

 

I tried to kill a snake, but it didn't die.  

 

 *Naka-patay             okuh do wulanut nga' amu minatay. 

 PST.STAT.ACTOR-die
7
  

 

 

§1.2.4.  Temporal or logical priority 

Stative aspect verbs are frequently used to denote preconditions on an event, or events 

which take place prior to some other event.  This use follows naturally from the basic principle 

that stative aspect verbs denote result-states of actions rather than the actions themselves.  In the 

following examples, the first clause contains a stative aspect verb while the second clause 

contains an eventive aspect verb.  The first clause states a precondition on the action named in 

the second clause. 

 

(18) Ko-tutud                  okuh          poh  om  mangasok(m-poN-asok)  nogi. 

STAT.ACTOR-burn  1.SG.NOM  yet   and  VM1-TRANS-plant.rice     then 

 

I will burn off my field first and then plant rice.  

 

(19) Ong  a-sambat     nuh           yalo,            i-taak        itih            surat  kuh. 

if      STAT-meet  2.SG.GEN  3.SG.NOM  VM3-give  this(NOM)  letter  my 

 

If you meet him, give him this letter of mine.  

 

In narrative discourse, stative aspect verbs often appear in subordinate time clauses which 

recapitulate the action of the previous sentence.  This is an important device for maintaining the 
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cohesion of the discourse.  The following examples are all taken from natural text. 

 

(20) Kadung  n-o-tolon             yalo           dirih, 

when     PST-ST-swallow  3.SG.NOM  thus 

 

 t-in-um-oyog         noh        i       sada  mogidu. 

 [-PST-VM1-swim  already  NOM  fish   flee    

 

After swallowing him, the fish swam away.  

 

(21) Aji,  ka-laga                      okuh          id  timba'an, 

so    STAT.ACTOR-come  1.SG.NOM  in  virgin.forest 

 

 noko-kito                      okuh       do     kara. 

 PST.STAT.ACTOR-see  1S.NOM  ACC  monkey 

 

When I came to the virgin forest, I saw some monkeys.  

 

(22) Kadung  nokooli(noko-uli)            nopoh  i       tatod,  

when     PST.STAT.ACTOR-return  only   NOM  soul  

 

 noposiyan(n-o-pasi-an)  noh       i        koyuwan. 

 PAST-ST-revive-VM4     already  NOM  body 

 

When the soul had returned, the body had come back to life. 

 

§1.2.5.  Volitionality 

For many verb stems, the choice of aspect can be used to encode a contrast in 

volitionality, with eventive aspect marking volitional actions and stative aspect marking non-

volitional or accidental actions. 

 

(23) Stative: 

Naka-akan                    do     rasun    i        tanak  kuh. 

PST.STAT.ACTOR-eat  ACC  poison  NOM  child   my 

 

My child accidentally swallowed some poison.  
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 Eventive: 

Minangakan(-in-m-poN-akan)  do rasun i tanak kuh. 

PST-VM1-TRANS-eat 

 

My child intentionally swallowed some poison.  

 

 

(24) Stative: 

N-o-lo'o          yalo            mantad  sid  sawat  do    kayu. 

PST-STAT-fall  3.SG.NOM  from      in   high    LNK  tree 

 

He fell out of a high tree.  

 

 Eventive: 

L-in-um-o'o    yalo       mantad  sid  sawat  do   kayu. 

[-PST-VM1-fall  

 

He jumped down out of a high tree.  

 

Gerdts (1979) refers to the non-volitional use of stative forms in Ilokano as "out-of-

control" verbs.  Her examples (31-32) are strikingly similar to example (24) above. 

 

Some verbs, especially those naming different ways of falling down, occur almost 

exclusively in stative aspect forms because the actions are almost always involuntary, e.g. noko-

tongkisal 'slipped and fell', noko-tinggo'ob 'fell flat on his face', etc. 

 

§1.2.6.  Steady state vs. change of state 

Adjectives normally take the stative prefix o-.  The use of eventive aspect morphology 

(specifically VM1) with adjective roots encodes change of state: 

 

(25) Stative    Eventive 

a-gayo  big      g-um-ayo  grow larger  

o-silow  yellow    s-um-ilow  turn yellow  

o-le'eng  old     l-um-e'eng  grow old  

a-ra'ag  broken; worn out   r-um-a'ag  break down; wear out  
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§2.  Split intransitivity 

The basic analytical claim of this paper is that the morphology of stative aspect verbs 

reflects the thematic role of the Pivot, distinguishing in particular between Actors and 

Undergoers, regardless of the transitivity of the verb.  Stative morphology thus identifies two 

classes of intransitive verbs, unaccusatives vs. unergatives.  In this section we will discuss this 

claim in greater detail and offer other tests for unaccusativity which serve to confirm our 

hypothesis. 

 

§2.1.  "Split-S" in stative aspect verbs 

As mentioned above, the voice-marking categories of stative aspect verbs in Kimaragang 

are not simply a subset of the eventive aspect categories.  Rather, the two systems are 

typologically distinct.  In terms of the typology of voice systems developed by Dixon (1979) and 

Comrie (1978), eventive aspect verbs follow the nominative-accusative pattern, since the same 

voice marker, VM1 (m-), is used when the Pivot is either the agent of a transitive verb or the 

subject of an intransitive verb.  (Another way to state this is to say that VM1 marks the Pivot as 

being the logical subject of the clause.)  A distinct voice marker, VM2 (-on), is used when the 

Pivot is the patient of a transitive verb.  Transitive verbs carrying VM1 are distinguished from 

intransitive verbs by the presence of an object-marker (or transitivity marker) poN-. 

 

Stative aspect verbs on the other hand exhibit an "eventive-type" or "split-S" pattern.  

When the Pivot is an Actor, the verb (whether transitive or intransitive) must carry the prefix ko- 

or noko-.  When the Pivot is an Undergoer, the verb (whether transitive or intransitive) carries 

only the stative prefix o-.  Thus intransitive stems, which all take the same morphology in 

eventive aspect, may require either Actor or Undergoer affixation in stative aspect.  For example, 

the two verbs in (26a) have identical affixation, because they are in eventive aspect; but the two 

verbs in (26b) have different affixation, because one stem (bathe ) is unergative while the other 
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stem (rot ) is unaccusative. 

 

(26) §a. Eventive: 

Modsu(m-podsu)  okuh      poh.   I'm going to take a bath.  

VM1-bathe           1.SG.NOM  yet 

 

Masa(m-pasa)  noh       ilo'  sada. That fish is going bad.  

VM1-rot           already that fish 

 

 §b. Stative: 

Noko-podsu                    okuh          noh I have taken a bath.  

PST.STAT.ACTOR-bathe 1.SG.NOM  already  

 

N-a-pasa         noh       ilo' sada.  That fish has gone bad.  

PST-STAT-rot  already that fish      (or  ... is rotten. ) 

 

Transitivity is not generally distinguished in stative aspect forms, as illustrated by the 

following examples:
8
 

 

(27) Actor Pivot: 

 Intrans: ko-tulud  able to fly  

 Trans:   ko-akan  able to eat  

 

 Undergoer Pivot: 

 Intrans: o-pu'ut    collapse  

 Trans:   o-owit   can be lifted  

 

These patterns are summarized in the following diagram: 

 

(28)   

      EVENTIVE ASPECT:  STATIVE ASPECT: 
 

     Actor    Undergoer      Actor      Undergoer  

      Pivot     Pivot         Pivot      Pivot 

           

Intrans:   m-    m-         (no)ko-         (n)o- 

           

Trans:          m-poN-            -on           (no)ko-         (n)o- 
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The split-S pattern observed in stative aspect is reported as an overt morphological 

distinction primarily in languages of North America and the Caucuses.  Acehnese (Durie, 1987) 

provides an example of a Western Austronesian language in which this pattern is overtly marked 

and plays a central role at every level of the grammar.  However, less obvious forms of 

unaccusativity (or split intransitivity, i.e. the distinction between two classes of intransitive 

verbs) have been reported in a large number of languages, on the basis of a wide variety of 

morpho-syntactic phenomena (auxiliary selection, participial formation, impersonal passives, 

etc.).  The following section deals with some of the other manifestations of unaccusativity in 

Kimaragang grammar. 

 

§2.2.  Tests for unaccusativity 

 

§2.2.1.  Stative aspect morphology 

The split-S pattern described in the preceding section provides the primary criterion for 

distinguishing between unaccusative and unergative verbs.  Unergative verbs, i.e. intransitives 

whose sole argument is an Actor, take the prefixes ko- or noko- in stative aspect.  Unaccusative 

verbs, i.e. intransitives whose sole argument is an Undergoer, take only the stative prefix o- (no- 

in the past tense). 

 

In applying this test, it is important that we look only at intransitive forms.  Many 

(perhaps most) verb roots have both transitive and intransitive uses.  Since transitive verbs have 

both an Actor and an Undergoer, either type of morphology is possible in stative aspect transitive 

forms.  The voice marking of such verbs merely indicates which of these arguments is selected as 

Pivot, and says nothing about the lexical class of the root.  However, with intransitive verbs there 

is only one choice for Pivot, and the voice marking indicates whether that unique argument is an 
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Actor or an Undergoer, i.e. whether the verb is unergative or unaccusative. 

 

As we have already seen, transitivity is not generally marked in the morphology of stative 

aspect verbs.  Thus we must rely on semantic and syntactic features to identify intransitive verbs 

in stative aspect. 

 

(29) Unergative root:  talib  pass by  

 

Intrans: 

a.  Naka-talib                      yalo. 

    PST.STAT.ACTOR-pass  3.SG.NOM 

 

 He has passed by.  

 

 Trans:  Actor Pivot: 
b.  Naka-(poN-)talib                           yalo            do    kurita  sid  tidong. 

     PST.STAT.ACTOR-(TRANS-)pass  3.SG.NOM  ACC  car      at    hillside 

 

 He has overtaken (i.e. passed) a car on the hill.  

 

 Undergoer Pivot: 
c.  N-a-talib           yalo            do    kurita  sid  tidong. 

    PST-STAT-pass  3.SG.NOM  GEN  car      at    hillside 

 

 He was overtaken by a car on the hill.  

 

 

(30) Unaccusative root:  tuan  land-slide  

 

Intrans: 

a.  N-o-tuan                     i        kurimbang. 

     PST-STAT-land.slide  NOM  river.bank 

 

 The bank of the river collapsed.  

 

 Trans:  Actor Pivot: 
b.  Liyud  tagayo  ot     noko-tuan                              di      kurimbang. 

      flood   big      REL  PST.STAT.ACTOR-land.slide ACC  river.bank 

 

 It was a big flood that collapsed the river bank.  
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 Undergoer Pivot: 
c.  N-o-tuan                    i        kurimbang  do    liyud. 

    PST-STAT-land.slide  NOM  river.bank  GEN  flood 

 

 The river bank was collapsed by a flood.  

 

These examples show that both unergative and unaccusative roots may carry either Actor- 

or Undergoer-Pivot morphology when they are used transitively.  However, if we examine 

intransitive constructions, the contrast is clear.  Actor-Pivot forms are impossible with 

unaccusative roots, while Undergoer-Pivot forms are impossible with unergative roots.  Some 

examples of the roots which fall into each class are listed below: 

 

(31) Unaccusatives Unergatives 

babak  shatter tulud  fly  

lapak  split  tangkus  run  

tipu  break (e.g. stick)  toyog  swim  

turus  slide  odop  sleep  

 lo'o  fall   ogom  sit  

ratu  fall   talib  pass by  

liwan  fall  indakod  climb  

pu'ut  cave in; collapse  indo'o  descend  

ruta  crumble  uli  go home  

tuan  landslide  guli  return  

 palid  get lost; stray  toddong  go in  

liong  be lost (things)  laguy  leap  

susu  be born  tu'un  jump down  

 pasa  rot   ongoy  go  

pilat  get wounded   ingkoyod  stop  

patay  die  ajang  stop off  

bubus  spill  lombus  procede further  

 siddang  sun-dried  ingkakat  stand up  

ruyou  wither  labus  escape  

ansak  ripen  sondot  to land  

rulun  drift  imbulay  appear, rise up  

sorob  char; burn up  sobu  urinate  

tanus  die out; disappear  podsu  bathe  

tangi  dissolve  
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§2.2.2.  Transitivization 

When the object marker poN- is added to an intransitive root, the result is a transitive 

stem.  The nature of the semantic relationship of the derived stem to the intransitive root depends 

on whether the root is unergative or unaccusative. 

 

For unaccusatives, as for adjectives, poN- induces a causative sense.  The single argument 

of the unaccusative predicate corresponds to the Undergoer (patient) of the derived transitive; 

while a new argument is introduced as Actor: 

 

(32) patay  die     m-poN-patay  kill  

lo'o  fall      m-poN-lo'o  knock down; drop  

pu'ut  collapse, cave in     m-poN-pu'ut  cause to collapse  

pasa  rot     m-poN-pasa  cause to rot  

  cf: 

purak  white    m-poN-purak  to whiten (trans.)  

 

For unergative verbs, however, adding poN- introduces a new argument (an Undergoer) 

as the goal or target of the action.  The Actor of the unergative root corresponds to the Actor of 

the derived transitive form.  For these verbs we might say that poN- acts as an applicative 

morpheme, promoting oblique locatives to core argument status as Undergoers. 

 

(33) ogom  sit    m-poN-ogom  sit on  

talib  pass by    m-poN-talib  overtake  

tulud  to fly    m-poN-tulud  to lunge at; dive for  

toyog  swim     m-poN-toyog  swim to (e.g. to rescue)  

ongoy  go    m-poN-ongoy  go and fetch  

 

The basic generalization then is that poN- creates transitive verbs by adding an Actor or 

an Undergoer, whichever is lacking in the argument structure of the underlying root.  With 

unaccusative roots, which have only an Undergoer in their argument structure, poN- adds an 

Actor.  With unergative roots, which have only an Actor in their argument structure, poN- adds 

an Undergoer.  We can think of poN- as requiring that the verb to which it attaches have a 

transitive argument structure, <Actor Undergoer>.  When poN- is added to an intransitive stem, a 
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second argument of the appropriate type must be introduced to satisfy this constraint: 

 

(34)  Unergative    Unaccusative 

 

   sit      < A >         fall         < U > 

      |                  |  

+ poN- < A   U >     + poN- < A   U >  

 

  ⇒   sit on  < A   U >    ⇒   knock down  < A   U >  

 

Thus the semantics of transitivization gives us a second criterion for distinguishing 

between unergatives and unaccusatives.  Not all intransitive roots can be transitivized in this 

way, but for those that can the semantics of the derived transitive are consistently predictable 

from the stative morphology discussed in the preceding section.  In other words, the two tests for 

unaccusativity agree where they both apply. 

 

§2.2.3.  Malefactive formation 

VM4 (-an) can be used to mark the Pivot as being the benefactive of a transitive verb, or 

the goal or recipient of a ditransitive verb.  With intransitive verbs, the function of VM4 depends 

on whether the verb is unergative or unaccusative.  Unaccusative verbs bearing VM4 have a 

malefactive interpretation.  These constructions normally, and perhaps obligatorily, appear in 

stative aspect.  In each of the following examples, the Pivot (underlined) is the maleficiary of an 

event named by an unaccusative verb: 

 

(35) §a.  N-a-patay-an           yalo             do    tanak. 

      PST-STAT-die-VM4  3.SG.NOM  ACC  child 

 

 He suffered the death of a child. 

 

 §b.  N-o-puut-an                    yalo            do    walay. 

      PST-STAT-collapse-VM4  3.SG.NOM  ACC  house 

 

 His house collapsed.  
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 §c.  Norotuan (n-o-ratu-an)   do   niyuw       i        tulu   kuh. 

       PST-STAT-fall-VM4        ACC  coconut  NOM  head  my 

 

 A coconut fell on my head.  

 

 §d.  N-o-tipu-an                 yalo            do    takod. 

      PST-STAT-break-VM4  3.SG.NOM  ACC  leg 

 

 He suffered a broken leg.  

 

With unergative roots, this malefactive interpretation is impossible.  Again, not all roots 

can cooccur with VM4, but for unergative roots that can carry this suffix, the resulting form 

designates the Pivot (underlined in the following examples) as being the reference point or end 

point of the action: 

 

(36) §a. Toliban
9
(talib-an)   koh,            kih? 

      pass.by-VM4          2.SG.NOM  okay? 

 

I'll just pass by you (without stopping to visit), all right?  

 

 §b. Noolian (n-o-uli-an)     kuh           noh        ikaw
10

         do     siin. 

      PST-STAT-return-VM4  1.SG.GEN  already  2.SG.NOM  ACC  money 

 

I have already returned some money to you. 

 

 §c. N-o-tulud-an           noh        dit    kawad  itih           winalai  ditih. 

      PST-STAT-fly-VM4  already  GEN  bee      this(NOM)  hive     this 

 

The bees have already flown away from (i.e. abandoned) this hive.  

 

 §d. Naadapan (n-o-odop-an)  noh        dialo          itih             lamin  ditih. 

      PST-STAT-sleep-VM4        already  3.SG.ACC  this(NOM)  room  this 

 

He once slept in this room.  

 

Note that this use of VM4 (-an) is quite similar to the locative applicative use of poN- 

with unergatives discussed in the preceding section.  The difference is that VM4 not only 

promotes the locative to core argument status but also marks it as Pivot. 
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So the interpretation of VM4 with intransitive roots provides another test for 

distinguishing between unergatives and unaccusatives.  Once again, the results of this test appear 

to agree quite well with those of the two tests discussed above. 

 

§2.2.4.  Imperative formation and Locative Pivot (VM5) 

It has been noted in a number of languages that tests for unaccusativity frequently 

diverge, i.e. give conflicting results for some lexical items.  Two constructions will be discussed 

in this section which show a high correlation with the three unaccusativity tests discussed above, 

but diverge in a systematic way.  The first of these is imperative formation.  For the most part, 

imperatives can be formed from unergative roots but not from unaccusative roots: 

 

(37) Unergatives  Unaccusatives 

Uli noh!  Go home!  *Pasa noh! Rot!  

Ogom poh! Sit down!  *Liong noh!  Get lost!  

Toddong poh!  Go in!  *Patay poh!  Die!  

 

However, there are exceptions to this geralization.  First, unergative verbs which require 

inanimate Actors (e.g. l-um-iyud to flood ) resist imperative formation.  Secondly, unaccusative 

verbs which take on a volitional sense in eventive aspect, as discussed in section 1.2.5, can be 

used as imperatives.  The imperative form of such roots is always interpreted volitionally, i.e. in 

the sense corresponding to the eventive form of the verb: 

 

(38) Ratu poh!  Jump down!  (e.g. daring someone to jump) 

    (not *Fall! ) 

Tanus poh!  Disappear!  (not *Die out! ) 

 

Another morphological operation which applies primarily to unergatives is the formation 

of intransitive Locative Pivot constructions.  The Locative Pivot marker, VM5, is homophonous 

with VM2 (-on).  The two morphemes are almost in complementary distribution, VM2 occurring 

only with transitive stems, VM5 only with intransitives.
11

  The two are formally distinguished 

only in the past tense, where VM2 is realized by a zero-allomorph while VM5 remains 
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unchanged.  Thus to determine whether or not a given root can occur with the Locative Pivot 

suffix (VM5) it is desirable to test past tense forms.  For the most part, VM5 can attach to 

unergatives but not to unaccusatives: 

 

(39)   Unergatives: 

Root    Locative Pivot (past tense) 
talib  pass by    tinolibon 

tuun  jump down   tinuunon 

ogom  sit    nogomon 

odop  sleep    nodopon 

uli  go home    nulion 

sobu  urinate    sinobuon 

 

   Unaccusatives: 

Root    Locative Pivot (past tense) 
liong  get lost    *liniongon 

pasa  to rot    *pinasa'on 

puut  collapse    *pinuuton 

tipu  break    *tinipuon 

 

However, the exceptions to this generalization are quite similar to the exceptions listed 

above for imperative formation.  Once again, at least some unaccusative verbs which take on a 

volitional sense in eventive aspect can be marked for Locative Pivot, e.g.:
12

 

 

(40) ratu  fall  r-um-atu  jump down  

   r-in-otu-on  (LOC. PIV.) 

 

A few unergative verbs idiosyncratically fail to take VM5, and must be lexically marked 

as exceptions to this rule, e.g. toddong enter  (*tinoddongon) and tangkus run  (??tinongkuson). 

 

To summarize then, unaccusative verbs are intransitive verbs which (1) fail to take ko- in 

stative aspect, (2) take on a causative sense when transitivized by poN-, and (3) take on a 

malefactive sense with VM4 (-an).  Unergatives are intransitive verbs which (1) do take ko- in 

stative aspect, (2) form locative applicatives with poN-, and (3) take on similar applicative-like 
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senses with VM4. 

 

For imperative formation and locative-Pivot marking, the crucial feature seems to be 

volitionality rather than unergativity as such.  The high correlation observed between the class of 

unergatives and the class of verbs which allow these two processes is a result of the tendency for 

unergative verbs to be volitional and unaccusative verbs to be non-volitional.  But the exceptions 

noted above show that unaccusativity is distinct from, and to some extent independent of, non-

volitionality in Kimaragang grammar. 

 

§2.2.5.  Some problem cases 

A great deal of work remains to be done in identifying unaccusative verbs and 

investigating their morpho-syntactic properties.  It is likely that parts of the analysis presented 

above will need to be modified as this work is carried out.  A few classes of verbs have already 

come to light which are difficult to classify as either unaccusative or unergative because they 

have some properties of each category.  One such class is "weather" verbs, e.g. rain , flood , etc.  

A few inherently non-volitional verbs such as tongkisal slip and fall , also exhibit mixed 

syntactic properties. 

 

A potentially greater challenge to our analysis is the surprising fact that displaced themes 

of certain transitive verbs (those which involve change of location or possession, such as throw  

or give ) are marked as Actors in stative aspect morphology.  The reasons for this are beyond the 

scope of the present paper, but the contrast between themes and instruments on the one hand vs. 

patients and goals on the other plays a significant role in other aspects of Kimaragang 

morphology as well.  These issues are discussed in Kroeger (1990). 
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§3.  Conclusion 

This paper has dealt with two morphological contrasts observed in Kimaragang verbs:  

the contrast between eventive vs. stative aspect and the distinction between two classes of 

intransitive verbs, unergatives vs. unaccusatives.  We have observed a certain correlation 

between these two sets of oppositions, namely that the contrast between unergatives and 

unaccusatives is most obvious and explicitly marked in stative aspect.  In eventive aspect, the 

manifestations of this distinction are fairly subtle and can only be observed in certain specific 

constructions, but in stative aspect every intransitive verb must be overtly marked as belonging to 

one of these two classes. 

 

The question naturally arises as to why this correlation should exist.  What is the connec-

tion between stative aspect and split intransitivity?  Dell (1983) states that in most contexts, 

stative forms are "circumstance-oriented" whereas eventive forms are "agent-oriented".  Thus 

eventive aspect can induce volitional senses in normally non-volitional verbs, as in example (24), 

or derive process meanings from stative roots, as in (25).  It seems that the agent-orientation of 

eventive aspect partially neutralizes the distinction between Actors and Undergoers, thus 

masking the contrast between unergatives and unaccusatives.  Stative aspect, in contrast, 

emphasizes the result state of an action.  Since this state is only observable in the Undergoer, and 

not in the Actor, it is precisely in these forms where it becomes crucial to be able to distinguish 

Actors from Undergoers. 

 

Notes 

 

1
The field-work on which this paper is based was partially funded by a Resaerch Assistantship from the 

Center for the Study of Language and Information, Stanford University, during the summer of 1989. 
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2
I use the term "Philippine-type" here to indicate the clear genetic and typological affinities between the 

Dusunic languages and those of the Philippines, without taking a stand on the questions of whether the Philippine 

languages form a genetic sub-group and, if so, whether the Dusunic languages belong to that group. 

3
I am using the thematic "macro-roles" Actor and Undergoer essentially in the sense defined by Foley and 

Van Valin (1984).  The Actor of a clause is its most "agent-like" argument, the Undergoer its most "patient-like" 

argument. 

4
Vowel harmony lowers the neutral vowel /o/ to /a/ when the nucleus of the following syllable is /a/.  Vowel 

harmony does not affect geminates. 

5
This element has traditionally been referred to as the "Topic" of the clause, but I will here use the more 

neutral term "Pivot", side-stepping for the moment various controversies concerning the syntactic status of this 

element (subject, topic, absolutive, or none of the above?). 

6
I will use the notation [- to gloss the initial consonant of a stem which is separated from the rest of the stem 

by an infix. 

7
The form nakapatay means 'has killed', not 'has died', because the noko- indicates that the Pivot is an Actor, 

rather than an Undergoer.  This contrast will be discussed at length in section 2. 

8
The object-marker poN- sometimes occurs with (no)ko- to mark Actor-Pivot stative verbs as 

unambiguously transitive.  However, this is not usually obligatory, and the semantic contrast between (no)ko-poN-

stem and (no)ko-stem is often hard to pin down. 

9
The /a/ in talib changes to /o/ when a suffix is added, by a regular morphophonemic rule.  In general all 

/a/'s lose the feature [+ low] when they are more than two syllables from the end of the word, unless the [+ low] is 

restored (or preserved) by the rule of vowel harmony mentioned above.  Note also ratu > norotuan (ex. 35), rinotuon 

(ex. 40), etc. 

10
Koh and ikaw are positional veriants, koh appearing in clause-second position, ikaw elsewhere.  The 

plural second-person nominative forms, kou and ikoo, vary in the same way. 

11
Some roots which have both transitive and intransitive uses can take either affix, e.g. t-in-alib-Ø 'was 

overtaken' vs. t-in-olib-on 'place where someone passed by'. 
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12
My language helper rejected the form *tinonuson, based on the root tanus die out ; active aspect t-um-anus 

disappear .  Based on the example in (38), we might expect this root to allow Locative Pivot formation.  The reason 

for this needs further investigation. 
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